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You’ve done your research, your gut’s telling you to go, and you’ve finally made your decision:

you’re moving to a foreign country. It all sounds wonderful except for one, minor detail. You’re

an introvert.Now, the idea of living in a foreign country, speaking a foreign language, socializing

with complete strangers (in another language!), and navigating all the cultural nuances of a

new place are really freaking you out.But whatever you do, do not refund your ticket. Instead,

pick up this book and realize that you’re going to be just fine.In fact, it’s going to be better than

that. You’re going to thrive as an introverted expat. But here’s the thing. It won’t happen

overnight. You’re going to need some tips, tricks and strategies. You’re also going to need a

good understanding of who you are and what it really means to be an introvert.And that’s what

this book covers, along with these key points:• What an introvert is and isn’t• 7 essential

characteristics of an introvert• Why being an introvert is your biggest asset while living abroad•

What to pack to create the best home, aka recharge station• How to identify your stressors and

triggers before you leave• How to cope with isolation, loneliness, depression and overwhelm in

your foreign country• Networking tips and more!About the ExpertMarie Therese Batt has

traveled the world, and knows the ins and outs of thriving as an introverted expat. When she

was 20, she bought a one-way ticket to Germany, where she completed her bachelor degree,

made wonderful friendships and fell in love with freshly baked breads. Her latest move? A

transatlantic leap to Italy, where she’s spent the last two years learning Italian, attending

University and eating with the locals at little trattorias.In addition to her German and Italian love

affairs, Marie’s had opportunities to observe and engage with people from all over the world,

including Ireland, England, France, Austria, Sweden, Turkey, Japan and China. Her

conclusion? We’re all completely different and exactly the same.HowExpert publishes quick

'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday experts.
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ResourcesIntroductionCongratulations! You’ve decided to become an expat, and no matter

where you fall on the introvert-extrovert spectrum, you’re incredibly brave. Leaving your home

and heading out into the unknown is never easy, and maybe you feel anything but brave at this

point. Maybe you feel isolated and unhappy in your new “home”. Or, maybe you feel confused

and now you’re second-guessing your decision. Are you asking yourself, “What in the world

was I thinking?”Don’t worry. You’re not going crazy. Even the world’s most famous explorers,

like Columbus, Marco Polo and Magellan, probably questioned their sanity at some point along

the voyage. And no matter where in the world you’re reading this little book, one thing’s for

certain: living abroad is a life-changing experience, and it can challenge even the most

extroverted of extroverts, let alone the introverted travelers!That’s where this book comes in.

“Introverted Expat 101: How to Be, Live and Thrive as an Introverted Expat” will help you make

the most of your expat lifestyle, no matter how introverted you are. You might think your

introversion is always going to put a damper on your expat experience. Or, that your inner

nature is going to keep you locked away in a tiny flat, while the rest of the world dances in the

streets.If that’s the case, this book is for you. Because contrary to what you might believe about

your introverted-ness, it’s actually what will make you an excellent expat in the end. You just

need to understand yourself, and learn how to tap into your introverted superpowers.Chapter 1:

An Introduction to Introversion and Why It Can Make You an Excellent Expat1/3 to 1/2 of the

world’s population is introverted, but even with such a large demographic, introverts remain

largely misunderstood. Over the last several years, introversion has become a trendy topic. But

along with the accurate information available, there are also many misconceptions surrounding

introverts, too. To set the record straight, we need to clear the slate. And the first thing we need

to do is understand what introversion is not. What Introverts Are NotIntroverts are not shy,

timid, reticent, depressed, aloof, unhappy, boring, rude, anti-social, unsocial, special, smarter,

better, or more creative than anyone else. Some of these words can be used to describe a

personality or an emotional state. Some of these words can even describe someone else’s

perception of you. But none of those terms have much to do with introversion itself. And while

it’s true that introverts can have these qualities, it’s not because they’re introverts. What is

Introversion Really About?Introversion is neither a personality type nor an emotional state.

Imagine a spectrum, and on one end, there’s introversion, and on the opposite end, there’s

extroversion. Everyone falls somewhere along this spectrum. And according to Carl Jung, no

one is exclusively introverted or extroverted. We all have both, but one of the two is usually

more dominant in each person.It goes without saying that introverts are the people who are

further down the introverted spectrum. But what does introversion (or extroversion) mean



exactly? Introversion or extroversion identify how certain individuals become stimulated and

energized. Introverts feel stimulated and energized by solitude, while extroverts look to social

stimulation to get their engines going. But why is that?To understand this key difference

between introverts and extroverts, let’s take a look at the brain, specifically, the neocortex.

“Neo” means “new” and “cortex” could be understood as the “roof” of the brain. This is an area

of the brain which allows us to think before we act – a super important evolutionary

development, right? The neocortex requires activation and arousal to work properly, and if it’s

overstimulated, it’s harder for you to think clearly before you act.So, too much stimulation

means you’ll have a dysfunctional neocortex. The same is true if you’re under-stimulated. Now,

at this point, you’re probably starting to connect the dots: Extroverts must have too much

stimulation, and introverts don’t have enough stimulation. But the exact opposite is actually

true.Introverts have too much stimulation within themselves, and in order to help their

neocortex function properly, they require lower amounts of outside stimulation. Their inner

world is already pretty loud and crowded. Extroverts, on the other hand, tend to not have

enough neocortex arousal, and that’s why they seek outside stimulation in the form of social

activities. Too often, we judge introverts by their outward appearance and think they’re checked-

out and disengaged. What we fail to realize is that they may be more engaged than the rest of

us. The reason behind an introvert’s preference for quiet and solitude is not because they’re

bored or rude. It’s simply because their neocortex is buzzing, and being alone helps them lower

their level of arousal. Understanding Stimulation When It Comes to IntrovertsIt’s easy to

oversimplify introverts and think that they just don’t like a lot of social interaction. But

stimulation isn’t just about social engagement. Stimulation includes all five sense. So, things

like lighting, smells and noise can sometimes be too stimulating for introverts. The Seven

Essential Features of IntrovertsYou now know what introversion isn’t. And you also know that

introverts seek solitude, not because they hate people and are anti-social, but because being

alone is exactly what their brain needs to function optimally. Now, let’s discuss the seven

essential features of an introverted person. At first, they might not seem very advantageous for

expats, but once you look a little closer, you’ll see that these characteristics are incredibly

useful for introverted travelers. Introverts are Creative PeopleCreativity might not be the first

thing that comes to mind when you try to describe an introvert. Maybe that’s because we have

stereotypical ideas of dramatic and famous artists and creatives. Yet the research of two

psychologists[1], Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Gregory Feist, indicates that in many fields, the

people who are the most creative are, in fact, the introverts.
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